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5 
SUMMER FELLOWS 
1. TOP: Sabir Peele and Steve Stern take a 
break from summer research and hang out at the 
Phillies game! 
2. MIDDLE: Dr. Kohn's Summer Fellows 
research group takes a break to snap a photo! 
3. BOTTOM: Summer Fellows is not all about 
research! These students enjoy a barbeque 
outside in the warm summer night. 
6 
GOALS ACHIEVED 
1. TOP:Aaron Cortright overcame any fears of 
heights and went skydiving! Wowww! 
2. MIDDLE: Marissa Koslov completed a 
Triathlon- Awesome Girl! 
3. BOTTOM: Alex Gaustad spent her summer 
teaching international students English! Peace 
dudes! 
TRIPS & VACATIONS 
1. TOP: Juliane Katz, Christine Ragsdale, 
Tiffany Friedman and Sharon Belove spent five 
weeks in Japan as a part of Summer Abroad. 
Here they are overlooking a gorgeous city from 
the mountains. 
2. MIDDLE: Catherine Babbitt-Cook and Keith 
,Fowler are hanging out on the Pacific coast in 
Catherine's home state of Oregon. 
3. BOTTOM: Kieran Gorman, Stacie Wohar, 
Sally Brosnan and Brad Bowen flew down to 
Orlando to see Ursinus '06 graduate Lilly Rosen 
get married! 
I. TOP: Tau Sig sisters are relaxing and 
ng up at their sister reunion! 
MIDDLE: Sig Nu sisters having a chill time 
a Christmas in July reunion! 
. BOTTOM: Phi Psi sisters are wild at a pool 
reunion! 
HANGING OUT 
I. TOP: Chelsea Potts, Allie Wechtler and 
Jillian Proniewych went to the Counting Crows 
concert! 
2. MIDDLE: Elsa James enjoying the French 
Coast! 
3. BOTTOM: Claire De Rosen and Brittany 
Bell rode roller coasters all day at Dorney Park! 
The only students who 
don't have to use stairs are 
those in Richter-North! 
Refrigerators are never 
as light as you think they 
will be. 
"Where am I going to 
put all of my stuff in 
this tiny room?" 
"I wish I was a freshman again so the 
football team would move in my stuff!" 
"So Mom and Dad. are you ready to leave 
yet??" 
9 
Can you guess what 
kind of animal Brad 
is holding? 
Bugman 
Brad ley "Bugman" Smith, a eni or, was lucky 
enough to get an intern hip thi s past summer 
at the Cincinnati Zoo. While hi s duties were 
fitting for someone not yet with an actual 
degree, he was able to work with the creatures 
from whi ch he deri ved - insects. According to 
Brad : 
"I worked with many types of ants, each one 
more deadl y than the last." 
Watch out! 
The Real Ursinu certainly is a world all it own, but as we get older, we have to tart thinking 
about the world outside of college. Here are the stories of tudent who took their first teps 
out into the world via internships - told through pictures, of course. 
A Girl and her Tortaise 
Brad wasn't the only one 
who got to play with 
animals this summer! Sarah 
Campbell also got to have 
fun experiencing work with 
the animal kingdom, though 
her pictured charge is 
notably larger and scalier 
than Bugman's. 
II 
Quick Caffeine Fix 
The best part of waking up .... 
is Folger's in your cup! 
Chelsea Morin pours herself 
a cup 0' joe to get her day 
started. 
Packing Up 
After calling Amazon.com for 
4 weeks, Lisa Clark finally 
has the right books for 
classes. "But I have the 
outline. I need the textbook!" 
Good Dental Hygiene 
Sophomore Ashley Beach 
brightens up her smile before 
her first class of the day. 
6:30 AM Swim Practice 
Mollie Cherson, Kim Stover, and 
Natalie Rosenberg are devoted 
athletes during swim season. 
Leaving for practice before 
sunrise is the definition of 
dedication. 
Cheerful Roommates 
Sam Papa and Jamie 
Doperak greet each other in 
:he morning with a smile. 
~elpful Friends 
Showering Competition 
These girl from Reimert 206 
start their day with a laugh 
after fighting over the fir t 
shower. Luckily, Nicole 
Papp, Leigh Voss, and 
Chelsea always make it to 
Wismer for breakfast! 
Wardrobe Selection 
:Jetting up on a Monday morning For Nick Fusco, picking out a 
s difficult, but waking up to a fashionable ensemble is easy 
.mile makes it less painful. Cori after an Eagles win on 
: oates is always there for Chelsea S d 
vlorin (middle), and Sara Ebling un ay. 





4- Roomie Love: Deanna 
Hayes and Megan McGinnis 
share not only smiles ... but a 
room. 
5-Hanging Out: Derrick 
Israel and Suzy Rechelian 
give the UC 2010 class a 
thumbs up. 
6- Back to the "real world" 
- Kelly Becker is hard at 
work in between classes. 
Every freshmen class brings a new sense of style, humor, and 
intelligence to college life, and Ursinus l Class of 2010 
is no exception. 
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1. Catherine Babbitt-Cook, Caitlyn Cuttitta 
Laura Patton 
2. Donald Reilly, Harrison Hickok, Nick Russo, 
Ed Degottal , Brad Atkinson hanging out in their 
dorm. 
3. John Noonan, Steve Sullivan-Rivera, Kristen 
Collins, Matt Brundage 
4.Sara Kalbfleisch, Leigh Voss, Nicole Papp are 
dressed to impress . 
5.Dave Randolph and Dave Kargman 
6. Whitney Woodall, Carolina Contreras, Latoya 
Brown, Akasha Nelms, Thomas Russell , (front 
squatting) Alex Peay stop to pose for the camera. 
7. Natalie Rosenberg, Kim Stover, Mollie 
Cherson dress up for an 80's party. 
res telling the story 
Zakary Arnhold, Krystle Danglo 
Travis Baugher, Tom Magliaro, Erica 
Freehoff, Shannon Hines, Rob Magliaro 

Above: Sophomore, Nick Fusco's 1999 Mustang Convertible GT 
Features: New loud flowmaster exhaust painted brake calipers 
and a roll/style bar 
The many cars of Ursinus College ... Have YOU seen any of these 
cars around campus??? 
The Collegeville 
Main ... 
Street that is Students Eat '&'&"'JI;". 
The Smart 
The Collegev ille Diner is not to be mis taken 
with just any diner. The hint of ita li an in the 
menu and the delicious desserts make thi 
restaurant a smart and close choice for students 
at Ursinus. 
Edward Lane, the first purchaser of Collegeville and surrounding 
areas, built the original section of the Perkiomen Bridge Hotel in 
170 I. The hotel was built to serve as a travel stop between 
Erika Bradley, Jennifer Elmo, Lisa 
Rake, Bonnie Klaas, Eva Linden , 
Kristina Mearns, Emily McCloskey, 
Laura Nig 
. a and Readi . 
Just some friends having some 
fun at the bar. It's a pretty 
normal scene for a night in a 
college town, right? 
30ttom Left - The tombstone-l ike mile 
narker indicates to Collegevill e 
lypassers and inhabitants that the city of 
Jhiladelphia is only 24 miles down the 
·oad. Collegeville is thus proud to be a 
;Iose suburb of Phill y. 
30ttom Right - The bench in front of 
he police stati on is an honor to the 
;ommunity service club of Collegevill e 
tnd Trappe. 
Below: Hanging out at the bar after a long week of work. 
Brandon Hasse, Justin Traino, Jeff Milligan , Mike Trio, 
Matthew Pastor, Chris Sanna 
Right: top: Cait Hanlon , Amanda D'Amico bottom: 
Jonelle Hedrink & Sam Erie enjoy a nice lunch at the 
Trappe 
Wawa is a treasured th ing to most Ursinus students. It is the closest off-campus place to get food, news, 
candy, or any other want or need at any hour. To Collegeville, Wawa is just another food market. But to 






























Left: Girls night out. 
Rayna Grube, Amanda 
D'Amico, Kate Spillane, 
Jen Pfaff, Melody Gray. 
Front: Jonelle Hedrick 
25 
Brett Kuras, who 
has only been 
dancing a few 
years, is already 
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B.Three generations of family come 
out to enjoy the game. 
C. The women's field hockey team 
is also playing today. 
D. With Bomberger being so close 
to completion tours of the building 






(right) Younger children 
enjoy hands-on activities 
indoors. 
(far right) Students and 
relatives wait in line for 
delicious food. 
Two girls decorate 
re pumpkins. 
right) Two adults 
generously share their 
food with a donkey. 
36 
(left) Mandeep Grewal 
keeps a close eye on the 
tiny visitors at DC this 
day. 
(right) Tables and chairs 
cover the grass so family 
members can sit around 
and eat. 
(bottom left) Ambassadors 
gather to discuss plans and 
eat lunch. 
Food, family .. . what more 
one want? Music is heard 
throughout the entire 
two very talented 
offers 
to the public to 
the fall festivities. 
(below) Football lovers 
and school-spirited 







And the Channel 
4 News Team? 
Sailors, Snow 
White, 3 Blind 
Mice, the devil, 
and more! 
39 
(middle) Kenny Curcio 
and Eric Requa (UC 




Stapler and Bill 
Wimble share a hug. 
40 
(left) A brilliant smile 
crosses Kate Conner's 
face at the beginning of 
the show. 
(right) Tim Seibert 
enjoys himself up close 
to one of the bands. 
(below) Boutayeb 
Othmane keeps dry with 
his warm jacket. 
(above) Johnny DiAngeles and 
Sean Cannon of the winning 
band Todd Novak sing their 
hearts out. 
(above left) Julie E. Lickfield 
as fun listening to the bands. 
bottom left) Sam Erie gives a 
uge thumbs up! 
Pumpkin 
Carving 
To get into the 
- Halloween spirit 
. CAB hosted a 
p~pkin carving 
contest to let the 
students show off 
their ·cfeativity and 
have fun. "Y" op 
wDiilil tie.surprise.d 




From Food to Music and Games there is Something for 
Everyone of All Ages to Do 
This fun-filled day had activities such as: 
(a) A dunk tank filled with students and faculty! 
(b) Popcorn to munch on! 
(c) Sweet cotton candy to eat! 
(d) Caricatures to be made! 
(e) Inflatable arenas to battle friends and foes alike! 
(f) Wax hands! 
(g) A challenging obstacle course! 
(h) Bead jewelry creativity! 
(i) And even ... a money machine! 
Hot Hot Hot 
Round and round she goes. Where 
she'll stop nobody knows. 
for Fun! 





















Athletic Training Staff 
From left: Kathy Wright, West Chester Student Asst., 
Pam Chlad, Michelle Vande Berg, Hidetomo Suzuki 
Front: Todd Bartley, West Chester Student Asst. 
62 
We asked a random sample of students the following question, 
IIWhat ONE Course taught you the Most 
REAL LIFE Lessons?1I 
Unpictured 
Faculty & Staff 
Alumni Relations 
Athletic Department 






Finance & Administration 
History Department 
Math & Computer Science 
Modern Languages, Music 
Physics & Astronomy 








Ann McShane, below, 
says, "I am honored to 
serve as Vice President 
for the class of 2009. It 
is a large responsibility 
but it has truly been 
rewarding and a great 
pleasure to work with 
many dedicated leaders 
on campus." 
Stacie Wohar says, "Being a class 
officer gives me the opportunity to 
do something for my class by 
holding class oriented functions. 
One special event we hold every 
May is the end of the year picnic. 
Students like to come hang out with 
their classmates right before finals, 
and it's really nice to see everyone 
together before summer starts." 
Top 
THINGS 
TO DO AT 
ACLUB 
MEETING 
Bottom Left: McGlinchey, Rachael Greenly, Vinny DiMeglio, 
Lickfield, Gabe VanArman, Daniela Paul 
Second Row: Alisse Smith, Lauren DiTizio, Nicole Hanby, Vickie Rosi. 
Cook, Amber Hyppolite, Cara Saraco, Kyli Kauth, Elise Sassone, Y 
Tess Duffin, Edith Miller 
Third Row: Sylvester Broxton, Jen Romer, Emily Landgraf-Kimball. 














Left Front Row: Nany Fernandez, Graciela Gallo, Carolina 
Contrevas, Whitney Woodall, Jamie Beckford 
Second Row: Poala Correa, Ashia Downing, Maria Dennard, 
Virgina Santos, Jose Dejesus 
Third Row: Daniela Paul, Eduardo Almonte, DiAndra Thompson , 
Dana Yancey, LaToya Brown 
ALMA 
"A great way to raise awarenss 
among students on campus" 
-STAR member 
STAR 
Left First Row: Kim Kask, COUltney Moser, Juliet Bronstein, 
Jordon Mitchell 
S Row: Jenna Krier, Greg Russo, Nicole Dillie, Heather Kennedy, Caitlin Cleary 
Third Row: Karen Boedecker, Sarah Haas, Jill Alspach, Jenna Filipkowski. 
Best Buddies. 
First Row: Margie Papa, Jennifer Genova, Laurie Rodio, abby Hare, Lisa Sacco, 
Amber Adkins, Erica Kehler 
Row: Christina Lippe, Courtney Robinson, Lydia Civello, Hillary Haag, 
Lindsay Kulovitz, Sylvania Tang, Yukie Hirao, Vinny DiMeglio 
Row: Serena Mithbaokar, Lauren Derstine, Abbie Cichowski, LaToya Brown, 
Kathleen Parkman, Sage Corwin, Brian Anderson 
• 
I 
gA e e 
Gay Straight Alliance 
Left First Row: Tiffany Sparagana, Robin Pierce, Lane Taylor, Kristina Hill , Evan Thornburg, Marlena McMahon-Purk 
Second Row: Shannon Santillo-Herbert, Stacia Detter, Michelle Klaw, Abby Hare, Kerri Landis, Elena Kang, Akasha Nelms, Hallie Andrew 




From top left to right: Brandon 
Schemery, Jonathan Roth, Clay 
Lewis, Stacia Detter 
Bottom left: 
Rebecca Lawsom, FJanine 
Herring, Shannon Santillo-
Herbert, Rebecca Cohen 
Folksong 
From top left to right: 
Brandon Schemery, Clement 
Barou, Sean Neil, Thadius 
Chestersielz 
Bottom Left: 
Rebecca Lawson, Felicia 
Chou, Poala Correa 
UC Environmental 
Action 
From top left to right: 
Andy Miller, Sam Brody, Jenna 
Tomiello, Cameron Clark, Brian 
Anderson 
Middle: Leah Stambaugh, Serena 
Mithbaokar, Kristen Stapler, Elise 
Sassone, Laura Cruz 
Bottom: Kelly George, Kerry 






UC Environmental Action! 
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From top left to right: Tim Keiper, Thomas 
Dixon, Will Freeman, Collin Cummiskey, 
Michael Chovanes 
From middle left to right: Luke Sullivan, 
Matt Nixon, Greg Russo, Tom Moccio 
From bottom left to right: Bridget Taylor, 
Tanja Johansson, Celeste Jackson 
HCAA 
~encing, Ninjitsu, and Historic 
Culture and Arms Association 
International Relations 
From top left to right: Greg Russo, 
D'Amico, Sam Brody 
From bottom left to right: Emily .l.JQ.1.1UJ;:,1 
Kimball, Greg Little, Janine Herring 
Newman Society 
From top left to right: Patrick Waldron, 
Christen Mandracchia, Michael Chovanes, 
Amy Guminski, Sara McNally 
From bottom left to right: Caitlin Cook, 
Kristen Schuck, Caroline Boyer 
International Relations, Newman 
Society, & Lantern Staff 
"The Lantern stimulates creativity. 
The unveiling of the fall Lantern 
was interesting and showed 
the creative side of the 
people on campus." 
-MaryKate Sullivan 
"The Newman Society is a group 
on campus whose members come 
together to form a Catholic 
community. This year we made a 
pilgrimage to see the 
National Shrine of the Basilica of 
the Immaculate Conception in 
Washington D.C., a cathedral 
that is a wonder to see for 
believers and non-believers alike. 
We hope to keep the Catholic 
faith alive on campus and to 




Lisa Rake, Elysia Price, Jeanette Graham, 
Theresa Leichner, Nina Graham, Candice 
Esparra, Ifraj Ibrahim-Allan, Jaime 
Malarchik, Erika Bradley, Sade Burgee, 
Kelsey Threatte, Sara Marshall, Kristen 
Brown, Caitie Hanlon, Dana Roach, 
Samantha Erie, Robin Pierce 
Men's Rugby 
88 
Men's rugby above and below 
getting down and dirty. 
-




Beta Beta Beta executive board members: 
Derek Zimmer (Treasurer) , Caitlin Hanlon 
(Events Coordinator) , Sara Marshall (Vice 
President) , Laura Davis (President) , Missing: 
Jason Silverman (Secretary). 
Since its founding in 1922, Beta Beta Beta 
National Biological Honor Society has been 
devoted to improving the understanding and 
appreciation of biological study through 
scientific research . TriBeta currently contains 
430 chapters and more than 175,000 life time 
members. At Ursinus and induction ceremony 
is held each spring to introduce new members 
into the society. 
Sophomore Catie 
Cameron is a 
member of the ESS 
club and hopes to 
give back to the 
community and pass 
on the things she has 
learned here by 
teaching physical 
education after she 
graduates 
Beta Beta Beta National Biological Honor 
Society 
Dereck Lafontant, Bill Stewart, Christina 
Stephenson, Jenniphfer Pfaff, Abby Hare, 
Amy Giminski , Josh Eikenberg, Derek 
Zimmer, Laura Davis, Laurie Rodio, Emily 
Marques, Theresa Leichner, Sara Marshall. 
Jeff Teigler. 
--
Some of the members of Brownback-Anders 
Pre-Medical Society 
Exercise and Sports Science Club 
Marissa Koslav, Catie Cameron, Keit 
Sutherland 
ESS, BAPS and 
Beta Beta Beta National 
Biological Honor Society 
Executive Board 
Members: 






and Vicki Mattei 
(editor, not pictured). 
Quotes from the exec board of 
BAPS: 
IIBAPS: helping health care 
students succeed. 1I 
IIHelping to make the next 
McDreamy and McSteamy.1I 
IIWe are the real reason the 
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Above: Sophomore, Nikki Thren 
beats her opponent to the ball. 
Right: The girls jog back together 
after a goal. 
On November 12th, 8th ranked Ursinus Bears beat No.1 Cortland in a double overtime win 
(2-1) in the quarterfinals of the NCAA Championship. This is the second year in a row 
Ursinus is advancing to the NCAA national semifinals. Ursinus went on to win the NCAA 
championship for the first time in college history! Ursinus entered the tournament as the 
lowest seed entering into the tournament and beat Messiah 3-2 for the NCAA 
championship. 
Ursinus finished the season undefeated in their conference and won the conference 
championship for the third year in a row. Sophomore Kait Sutherland, Junior Jess 
Lamina, Senior Allison Doutt, and Senior Melissa Buckley were all named to the AII-CC 






































Gettysbu rg * 
Johns Hopki ns* 
Kenyon** 
Cortlalld( I )** 
Lebanon Valley** 
*Cenlennial Conrerence 
... * NCAA championship 
Sam Papa, Alii on Doutt, Jennie Moore, Lindsay Cappa, Kait Sutherland, Jessica 
Zatwarnicki, Karen Wendler, Katie Hunt, Abby Loefflad, Meredith Stabley, Melissa 
Buckley, Nikki Thren, Stef Moyer, Jen Hooven, Kelly Becker, Molly Stevens, Katie 
Mastoris , Amy Sezack, Sarah Brant, Emily Godfrey, Jamie Doperak. Jess Roger . Jessica 
Lamina. Erin Bender, Erica Scott 
Head Coach: Laura Moliken 
Assistant Coach: Gabe Moliken 
~Iow: The guys of Ursinus show their school sp 
Field Hocke 
1. Junior, Meredith Stabley is a step ahead of her opponent. 
2. Sophomore, Kait Sutherland fights her opponent for the ball. 
3. Katie Mastoris, Katie Hunt, Amy Sezack. Jessica Zatwarnicki, 
and Stef Moyer warm up before the game. 
4. Abby Loefflad. Nicki Thren and Melissa Buckley are a triple 
threat when they're defending the ball. 
Above Left: Sophomore Nicki Thren runs down the field as senior, 
Melissa Buckley maintains control of the ball 




l. Sophomore. Adam Kabacinski, 
luniors Stephen Ciabattoni, and Mike 
Kimpel cheer for their teammates. 
2. Head coach Gallagher has a word 
with the officials. 
3. Sophomore, Matt Govern protects 
senior quarterback Ted Wallingford. 
4. The Bears say it's good! 
all 
Above: The football floats right into 
senior, Josh Hannum's hands. 
Below: Sophomore Greg Zara kicks 
the ball long for the other team. 
Mark Greim, Josh Hannum, Billy Stolle, Matt Duppel, Brandon Evans, Chris Frank, Greg Tyrell, Michael 
Trio, Mike Berlin, Mike Weyrauch, Nicholas Dye, Ted Wallingford, Sylvester Broxton, Keith Stahler. 
Kieran Gorman, Justin DeCristofaro, Matt Pastor, Danny Price, Bryan Borek, Ernest Pearson, Daniel Duff 
David Ashworth, Ryan Van Wright, Chris Carey, Derrick Israel, Bret Wiest, DeVohn Butler, Sean Hall. 
Jordan Mummau, Kevin Niedelman, Justin Beres, James Cannon, Matt Herr, Aaron Harper, Hugh 
McLaughlin, Greg Zara, Matt Campbell, Scott Anderson, Andrew Gillespie, Ryan Tole, Mike Keenan. Da 
Concannon, Ronnie Anderson, Brian Hampson, Eric Mast, Josh Wissler, Sal Nocchi, James Sproule, Jeff 
Milligan, Stephen Ordog, Brian Hrynczyszyn, Anthony Ambrogi, Matt Govern, Marc Lordi, Eikeem 
Barron, Will Katinowsky, Brandon Hasse, Martin Guy, Jr., Jon Rinkus, Keith Lynn, Reggie Iacobucci, Jol 
Haughney, Mark Worrilow, Jared Corona, Chas Cathers, Mike Dolan, Brad Selman, Fabio Bevilacqua. 
Carmen Gentile, Anthony Giovinazzo, Martin Blithe, Daniel Witmer, Steve Cacciavillano, Matt Boerner, 
Clay Cross, Justin Traino, John Amenhausser, Carl Scholl, Justin Quarles, Greg Payton, Adam Kabacinski 
Zach Ziegler, Stephen Ciabattoni, Keith Mazonkey, Chris Sanna, Calvin Carthan, Robert Gibson, Mark 
Jaskowski, Jesse Ordonio, Mubarak Lawrence, Ryan Melhem, Matt Terry, Shea Wisler, Dwayne Perry. 
Them Us Them U 
Susquehana 6 - 0 Case Western 7 - 16 
Albright 13 - 32 Muhlenburg* 22 - 6 
LaSalle 2 - 6 Getty burg* 27 - 18 
McDaniel * o -20 John Hopkin * 7 - 17 
3 
Them U 
F&M* 10 - .+2 
Dickin on * 24 - 31 
Widener 14 - 7 
(ECAC tournament) 
1. The Bears push through 
their defenders. 
2. Senior quarterback , Ted 
Wallingford gets ready to run 
the ball. 
3. The Bears watch and wait 
for a touchdown. 
4. On the line and ready for 
action. 






Junior, Chelsea Morin 
blocks her defender 
from the ball. 
Senior Captain, Lauren 
Washam 
98 
1. Sohpomore, Leigh Voss 
fights to take the ball away. 
2. Junior, Cori Turkowski 
takes the ball up the field. 
3. Senior, Lauren Washam 
gets her head on the ball. 
Above: Senior, Logan Conklin 
dribbles the ball up the field. 
he girls soccer team continues to improve each 
'ason under Coach Ykoruk's lead. For the fourth 
raight season the women's soccer team has attended 
)st season play. Senior, Lauren Washam was 
I the All-Centennial Conference first team. Junior's 
~ss Hartline and Cori Turkowski were both named 
I the All-Centennial Conference second team while 
helsea Morin earned a spot on the honorable 
lention team. The bears concluded their season with 
18-7-1 record and continue to strive towards a 
entennial Conference Championship. 
Above: The Bears come together as a team. 






























isa Clark, Ashley Potter, Jackie Chen, Leigh Voss, Chelsea Morin, Noelle Bisinger, Jessica Hartline, Megan 
.scanio, Lauren Washam, Amanda Ose, Caroline Diehl, Amanda Leatherman, Emma Jakubowski, Nicole 
app, Nicole Christian, Cindy Taylor, Jess Gunzelman, Cori Turkowski, Adele Banks, Sarah Gardner, 
lizabeth Cannon, Logan Conklin, Melissa Reuter, Elizabeth Gombosi, Lauren Myers, Allison lnjaian 
8-7-1 , 5-4-1 CC 
lead Coach: Jeff Ykoruk 








Above: Senior, Dan Urban 
cheers on his teammates. 
100 
1 
1. Junior, Karl Kelchner is ready to 
make his move. 
2. Sophomore, Othmane Boutayeb 
heads up the field with his 
teammate. 
3. Freshman, Joseph Mirarchi 
takes the ball away. 
Michael Norris , Joseph Kenney, Ed de Gottal, Dan Callahan, Othmane BOlltayeb, Christopher Bascom, Dean Kel 
Donald Reilly , Karl Kelchner, Brad Atkinson. Ryan Campbell, Corey Goldberg, David Breines, John George, Dust' 
Young, Justin Faust, Thomas FUI'manak, Dan Urban, Doug von Allmen, Ryan Murray, Timothy Brandon, Steve 
Sullivan, Brendan Walsh, Brian Probert, Joseph Mirarchi , Zach Coale, Taylor Jones, Ted Hooven, Steve Mayernick 
Head Coach: Wayne McKinney 
Assistant Coach: Calvert Louden Jr. 
I. Ursinus player leaps to keep 
he ball in play. 
~. The Bears support their team. 
\. The Bears defense protect the 
Jail. 
L Junior, Karl Kelchner heads 
he ball away from his opponent. 
). Sophomore, Steve Sullivan 
leads the ball out of the back. 
5 
Although tatl tiC may not how, the men ' occer 
continue to improve ignificantlyeach ea on. 0 
game wa 10 t without a fight. The Bear opened their 
ea on with a I-I tie again t Sali bury College who 
was ranked 14th. The Bear took 5 game into overtime 
thi ea on. In the final game of the ea on, the Bear 
came back from behind and won 3-2 again t eumann 
when Du tin Young scored with 20 econd left in the 
econd ovel1ime. Sophomore, Ed de Gottal played in 14 
of the 16 games in the ea on with an incredible 64 
saves for the Bears. hard'" 
uc Opp. 
Salisbury I I 
VA Wes leyan I 4 
Goucher I 3 
Wes ley 0 2 
Washington* 0 I 
Eastern 0 6 
3 Dickinson* 0 3 Haverford * I 
Gettysburg* I 3 
Del Val 4 0 
McDaniel 0 5 
Stockton 0 4 
F&M 0 5 
Hopkins* 0 4 
Swarthmore 0 I 
Muhlenburg* I I 
Neumann 3 2 




Senior, Kate Spillane gets low for 
the ball. 
Sophomore, Ke ll y Hosier high fi ves 
her coach after a good play. 
Sophomore, Catri ona Whitehead 
jumps up to block the ball. 
102 
This was coach Diane McNamee's 
first year coaching the women's 
volleyball team. Ursinus improved 
this year under their new head coach. 
Although the record does not reflect 
it, there were a lot of really well-
played, close games. The Bears 
remained tough throughout the 
season, battling injuries with only 11 
active players. With the loss of 3 
seniors and the transition year behind 
them, the women's volleyball team 
looks to contend for a playoff spot 
next year. Go bears! 
Overall Record 2-22 












































































Jill Alspach, Jennifer Fargo, Katherine Hofmann, Catriona Whitehead, Kristen Coletta, Katelyn Gerrity 
MacKenzie Miller, Kathryn Spillane, Kelly Hoiser, Michele Finney, Melissa George, and Chelsea Lutts 
Head coach: Diana McNamee 
Assistant coach: Margaret Pinchock '83 
o oem VOLLEYBALL 





Junior Jill Alspach 
Alspach 
appeared in 78 
of the 79 
matche played 
this season and 
recorded a 
team high of 
257 kills. Jill 
also had 165 





appeared in 77 
of the 79 
matches thi 
season. She 





Senior Kate Spillane 
Spillane 
in 78 of 
worse 
played much 
than last year. 
Spillane had a total 





iz Brennan, Laura Calabrese, Katie Clark, Christina Cooper, Lynne Erickson, Christa Johnson, Maura McCarthy, Maureen McCarthy, 
.udrey McKenna, Sara McNally, Stephanie Rogman, Nalalie Rosenberg, Kate Snyder, Shannon Tully, Stephanie Weir, Brell Celinski , 
'avid Darman, Justin DeAngelis, Christopher DeLeon, Lou DeMark, Matt Dudek, Dave Gildea, Matt Granteed, Scott Krysa, John 
IcCormack, Leonard Moffa, Pat O'Neill, Sabir Peele, Mark Robidoux, Seth Schaffer, Ben Schumacher, Nicholas Smart-Coulter, Jeff 
eigler, Kojo Tweedie, Markus Weise 
lead Coach: Chri Bayless 
.sst. Coach: Gina Willell 
Country 
team worked incredibly 
hard thi ea on and the 
ha e the dil1y neaker to 
prove it. The women 
fini hed fir t in three meet 
this year, a great 
impro ement from la t 
eason, The men's team i 
continuing to improve a 
well. Coach Bayle ha 
coached three ea on at 
Ur inu and continue to 
push the team to tri ve 
toward ucce . The team 
effort and hard work are 
beginning to payoff. The 
Cro Country team i 
look forward to next 
ea on with a possibility 
for home competition. 
Currently, the Bear have 
no home meet . Good Luck 
- fl- ~. ~. ~. 
~: .- .,...... .. . .. ~-- ~.. .... ~. . 
... : y. ...~ ... ~ .~ 
Del. Val. M: 4th of 14 (126) 
Invitational W: 2nd of 15 (59) 
Keystone !tlVi!. M: 2nd of 8 
W: lstof8 
Wilmington M: 6th of 10 
Invi!. W: 2nd of II 
Paul Short Invi!. M: 24th of 25 
@ Lehigh W: 18 of 27 
Goldey Beacom M: 6th of 16 ( 177) 
Invi!. W: I t of 14 (M) 
Cabrini M: 4th of II 
Invitational W: I st of 6 
CC Champs. M: 9 of9 (255) 






Class of 2010 
Danielle Hanis 
Class of 2010 
Nikki Bresch 
Class of 2010 
Sharon Belove 
Captain 
Class of 2007 
Danielle 
Indelicato 
Class of 2009 
No one works it 




Class of 2010 
ira Oldham-Curtis. KayJeigh Davis, Laura Davis. Amy Edson, Jessica 
unnan, Melissa Garman, Emily Marques, Briana MOlTissey. Laura Ng, 
:eriann North, Olivia Oller, Gianna Paone, Tracey Smith, Arnie 
lead Coach: Jeff Schepers 
.ssistant Coach: Carol Schmidt 
:aptains: Bree Morrissey, Melissa Gamlan 
gymna tIC team contm 
to thrive each year. At the 
ECAC champion hip thi year 
the girl earned their highe t 
finish on the beam. In addition 
to the team's dedication and 
excellence, head coach Jeff 
Scheper was named Coach of 
The Year! The girl continue to 
improve and impress their 
audeince at each competition. 
Next stop ... NCGA Champ in 
Wisconsin! Good Luck Ladies! 
3rd of 3 (178 .95) 
2nd of 3 (184.15) 
W, 186.85-183.975 
3rd of 5 (185.475) 
2nd of 4 (186.375) 







2nd of 4 (188.300) 
W,188.200-182.800 
3rd of 8 (186.100) 
From top: Sophomore, 
Eric Burnett; Senior, Will 





The Bears welcomed four new players this 
season and finished are 16-7 in regular 
play. Coach Kevin Small entered into his 
seventh season with the Bears and has won 
3 Centennial Conference Championships in 
the past 6 years, two back-to-back. Junior, 
Nick Shattuck led the Centennial 
Conference in scoring in addition to 
receiving the Player of the Year award for 
the conference. He is the 6th UC player to 
receive the honor in the past 7 years. The 
Bears ended their season by falling to 
Haverford 70-69 in OT in the serni- finals 
of the conference playoffs. 
Remy Cousart, Sean Butkus, Keith Page, Eric Burnett, Matt Fabian, Kevin McGarvey, Nick 
Shattuck, John Noonan, Matt Howell, Will Furey, Matt Brundage, Michael Shema 
Head Coach: Kevin Small 
Assistant Coaches: Mike McGarvey, Brian McEvily, Steve ErfIe, Dennis Stanton 
Manager: Chris Young 
Us Them Us Them 
non Valley 60 - 51 Gettysburg 65 60 
lashinglon 77 - 69 Drew 53 50 
McDaniel 75 - 76 Swanhmore 77 73 
(OT) Wil kes 52 72 
Us Them U., Them 
Kmg\ 50 - 76 F&M 64 - 52 
Sl. John's 73 - 49 Dickmson o - 7 I 
Lawerence 65 - 70 Hopkin' 50 - 66 
TrinilY 80 - 84 Muhlenburg 89 - -19 
wanhmore 70 - 67 
From Top: The team gets together for a few words 
before the game. 






Above right: Sophomore, John Noonan dribbles down 
the coun. 
Left: The bears support their team. 
Below: Assistant Coach Mike McGarvey and Athletic 
Director Brian Thomas 
t;, Them 
70 - 53 
75 69 
82 - 68 
75 - 59 
100- 0 
t; Them 
Gelly,burg 5 73 
Hopkins 6 7-1 
Ha\erford 7-1 75 
I'-Iuhlenburg 6 76 
Ha\erford 69 70 
Meet 
The Bear 
Senior, Will Furey 
Furey ha, ,Ianed 
in all 22 of Ihe 
game, he ha, 
played Ihi, 
season. He has 
20 ,Ieals thIs 
,ea on and 
a\'erages 16 
poims per game. 
Furey ha, lOla led 
over 350 poims 
this season. 
second highe'l 
on Ihe leam. 
Senior, Matt Fabian 
Fabian has 
taned in 23 of 
the 23 games 
played this 
sea on. He 
averages 10 
points a game 
and has cored 
over 23 I po ims 
thi s season for 
the Bears. 
Head Coach, Kevin Small 
Small has over 100 
viclOries which 
makes him the 
second mOSI 
winningest coach in 
program hislOry. 
109 
1. Junior, Sarah Hennessey 
2. Senior, Stephanie 
Cavalier is supported by 
her teamates. 
3. Freshman, Laura 
Krieger 
4. The Bears watch their 
teamates on the court. 
5. Senior, Stephanie 
Cavalier, keeps the ball 
away from her opponent. 
6. Freshman, Carolyn 
Konstanzer reaches up to 




Women' ba ketball i ha ing the mo t 
ucce sful ea on ince 1998. It i their 
fir t po t ea on playoff appearence ince 
1998. The Bear went on to win the 
Centennial Conference Champion hip 
thi year after winning three traight 
playoff game to win the Conference 
Champion hip for the fir t time ince 
1995. Senior, Mary Kate Daley wa 
named to the fir Hearn all conference for 
the third straight appearance on the All-
CC quad. In addition, Junior, Sarah 
Hennessey earned her first all-conference 
recognition as a second-team choice. 





















































Stephanie Cavalier, Laura Krieger, Dana Alf. Kate McMahon, Jenna Whylings, Lauren White. Mary Kate 

















Head Coach: Jim Buckley 
Assistant Coaches: Kristen Sullivan, Stacia Ficarra 
61 .to 
63 53 





1. Junior, Jon Cherry 
2. The bears cheer on their 
teamates. 
3. Freshman, Mike Schwager 
does his signature move on 
his opponent. 
4. Freshman, Martin Guy 
gets ready to take on his 
opponent. 
5. Sophomore, Treavor Beard 
wrestles hard at 133Ibs. 
Wrestling 
The Bear went 13-1 overall, 6-1 in the conference. The 
team battled hard thi year. pu hing their limit in order to 
wi n. Their hard work paid off when they earned their fifth 
con ecutive conference champion hip title. Captain Mark 
Barber a1 0 captured hi s lOOth win thi ea on. Fre hman 
Mike Schwager had 19 fall in hi fir t ea on wi th the 
Bear, and Sophomore Steve King land earned the 
Conference wild card pot for hi econd appearance at 
Nationals. 
tIe Bahm, Mark Barber. Oliver Barry, Jordan Baumeister, Trevor Beard, James Bloom. David Breine . Adam Bucci. 
lam Bucci, Calvin Carthan, Jon Cherry. James Domestico, Sean Donahoe, Dan Glover, Martin Guy. Morgan Hoffman, 
m Hulme, Willie Katinowsky, Harry Keyser, Steve Kingsland , Daniel Lombardo. Jon McCarthy. Adam Papas. Harris 
pas. Nick Paxton, Lorenzo Salcedo. Michael Schwager, Dan Shaw. Elliot Simon, Chris Springer. J.J . WeI tIer. Matt 
illiams, William Wimble, Dan Wimer 
Opp UC 
8th out of 12 
No Team Score 
13th out of 14 


















2 1 17 
16 27 
Monarch Invit. @ 
Kings 
Fall Brawl @ UC 
Petrofes In vit. @ 
Messiah 
Citrus Invit. (FL) 
Concordia 
Mil waukee Sch!. of 
Engin . 
















The Mens and Womens Swim Team continued 
to improve this year under the leadership of 
Coach Mark Feinberg. The addition of seven 
freshmen contributed to the Womens Team wins 
over conference competitors McDaniel and Bryn 
Mawr, ending their season at sixth of eight 
conference teams. What the Mens Team lacked 
in number they make up for in enthusiasm as 
they challenged their competitors at every 
chance. The teams hard-work and dedication 
shined at the concluding Conference 
Championship meet. All the members of the 
swim team achieved their season and personal 
goals as well as surpassed their personal bests. 
Not only did the team pride themselves on their 
effort at every meet this season, but also their 
high team spirit! 
2006-2007 Swimmers 
Coach Feinberg 
Mollie Cherson, Tess Duffin, Casey Gilmore, Elizabeth Gombosi, Caitlin Hanlon, Jonelle Hedrick, 
Emily Herman, Melissa Krupa, LeighAnn Lombardi, Lyndsay MacFeeters, Catherine Palchak, Katie 
Perkins, Carrie-Beth Possick, Natalie Rosenberg, Kate Snyder, Allison Stouch, Kimberly Stover, Tin 
Frey, Brad Garman, Ryan Kennedy, Clay Lewis, Brandon Peer, Andrew Piasecki, Robert Scheinfield 
Patrick Waldron 
McDaniel 
M: L, 60-120 
W: W. 105-96 
Drew 
M: W, 94-84 
W: W. 115-81 
Gettysburg 
M: W. 94-84 
W: W, 115-8 1 
Swarthmore 
M: L, 83- 13 
W: L, 111-143 
Dickm on 
M: L. 52-137 





I: W. 93-74 
W:W.119-6 
Lebanon Valley 
I : L. 5-99 
W: W. 134-62 
Champs 
1: 7th of7 (212) 
W:6thof8 (201) 
Sophomore, Ryan Kennedy and 
Senior, Pat Waldron take a break to 
laugh during practice. 
Top right: Sophomore Rob 
Scheinfield races for first. 
Left: lonelle Hedrick is all ears. 
York 
~I : L. 60-113 
W: L. 90-113 
F& I 
~I : L. 56-119 
\\' : L. 65-135 
Washington 
~1: L. 61-100 
\\': L. 7:2-12 
115 
... ..:..( II 
116 
~------------~~ r 




dele Banks, Liz Brennan, Lauren Calabrese, Katie Clark, Christina Cooper, Maria DeOliveira, Lynne Erickson, Mary Ellen Flynn, 
ritiany Gilbert, Denine Hammond, Missy Holmes, Amanda Howard, Celeste Jackson, Christa Johnson, Kelly Magnin, Heather Marino, 
laura McCarthy, Maureen McCarthy, Sara McNally, MacKenzie Miller, Catherine Morello, Perrin Moses, Kira Oldham-Curtis, Olivia 
lier, Jillian Proniewych, Nicole Rascavage, Stephanie Rogman, Anani Samuels, Sara Schubel , Christina Stephenson, Sbannon Tully. 
tephanie Weir, Whitney Woodall, Michael Antonelli, Anthony Aversa, Nick Bendas, Martin Blithe, Jason Davis, Justin DeAngelis, 
incent DiMeglio, Matt Dudek, Brandon Evans, Dave Gildea, Corey Goldberg, Matt Govern, Matt Granteed, Sean Hall, Josh Hannum. 
lubarak Lawrence. Mike Malone, John McCormack, Ryan Melhem, Andrew Miller, Leonard Moffa, Pat O'Neill, Sabir Peele, Brian 
endergast, Steve Phillips, Jared Pierce, Mark Robidoux, Seth Schaffer, Ben Schumacher, 
akash Shab, Jeff Teigler, Matthew Terry, Kojo Tweedie, Nate Wagner, Markus Weise, Patrick Wigfall, Matt Wolf, Travis Youngs, 
reg Zara 
The Bears 
Junior, Brandon Evans was 
named the Centennial 
Conference Outstanding 
Performer for winning the 
gold medal in the SSm and 
200m for an incredible third 
year in a row. Matt Granteed 
placed first for the second 
year in a row in the SSm 
hurdles. fn addition, Mike 
Malone broke his own school 
record to help the Bears finish 
their best ever at the 
Centennial Conference 
Championships with 101 
points. For the women, 
Britiany Gilbert, Audrey 
McKenna and Christa 
Johnson all set new school 
records in the 60m, 400m and 
1000m events respectively. 
Way to go Bears! 
o Team Results 
Winter Invit. Men: 3rd of 16 
at Ursinus Women: 6th of 16 
Men: 7th of 12 
Collegeville Women: 7th of 13 
Clas ic @ UC 
o Team Score 
Ursinus 
Pentathlon 
Men: 6th of II 
Covert Classic Women: 9th of 9 
at Lehigh 
Men: 1st of21 
Frank Colden Women: 18 of20 
lnvit. at Ur inus 
No Team Score 
Haverford Quad 
o Team Score 
LafayettelRider 
Invitational 
o Team Score 
Keogh Invit. at 
Haverford Men: 2nd of9 
Women: JO of 10 
CC Champ 
Men: 34th of 53 

































Kristen Carter, Tracey 
Ferdinand, Sonia 
Gonzalez, Casey Joy, 
Marlena McMahon-
Purk, Erin Vanselous, 
Cecilia Wilson, Paola 
Correa, Rachael 
Sussman, Elizabeth 
Brennan, Raven Felton, 
Jessica Rhodes 
124 
A bond that will not falter as the years go by ... 
Seniors 
Sonia Gonzalez, Cecilia 
Wilson, Casey Joy, and Erin 










Amber Adkins, Rachael 
Greenly, Caroline Boyer, 
Laren Rees, Kerri Landis, 
Helena Libis , Samantha 
Aly, Ashley Basla, Kate 
DAndrea, Abby Hare, 
Valentina LoPiccolo, Hallie 
Andrew, Kimberly Bean , 
Suzanne Cotter, Elizabeth 
Deegan , Megan Helzner, 
Jackie Maxwell , Ali 
Wagner, Jenna Andrews, 
Meghan Bredell , Katie 
Byrne, Ann McShane, 
Vanessa Romer 
hi Kappa Sigma 
Welcome Epsilons 
Stellis Aequus Durando 
Phi Kaps Through the Years 
Current Brothers: 
Mat Miehling, Jeffrey 
Teigler, Jason 
Silverman, Jason 
Knapp, Save Corwin, 
Brian Kennedy, Jesse 
Kremenak, DalTen 
McGlinchey, Brad 
Smith, Samuel Brody, 
Andrew Miller, 
Brandon Brown, Dave 
Chamberlain, Dereck 
Lafontant, Julian 
Stine, Luke Sullivan 
Chilling at the Wingbowl 

Pi Omega Delta 
Top l eft: POI) brothc'rs rewa l their Iiallowecn C ostllnlCS. 
Bottom l eft: Brothc'rs t,li lgcllc " (,lI11PllS footbal l ganw. 
Above: Ramon Clark ,1nci Steve StNn drc'55 lip for ,1 pMty. 
Top RighI: Pi Omega Deltcl travel to ( ,1 lifornia to vi~it ,1 
brother. 
Bottom RighI: Kevin Whcc'lc'r, l.auren ( anas and ( o lin 
Moor(' show their holiday spirit. 
135 
Vanilla, Cinnamon, and Dark chocolate brown 
Founded in March, 1993. 
Motto: To unite all cultures, 
races and ethnicities into a 




Current Sisters: Amy Scott, Kelly Gassier, Elizabeth Marion, 
Elsa Budzowski, Sara Campbell, Felicia Chou, Rebecca 
Cohen, Michelle Heayn, Claire de Rosen, Lindsay Nicolo, 
Christina Rosci , Katie Blanchard, Rebecca Rowley, Kelayne 
Minus, Maedea Watson-Bey 
Delta Mu Sigma 
137 
Greek Life at... . 
138 





CLASS OF 2007: SENIORS 
144 
Dana Alf 
Exercise and Sports 
Science 
Newtown Square, PA 
"1 raise my glass to the 
Nights that turned into 
mornings and the 
friends that turned into 
family. " 
In all of the years you've spent in college, 
how often have you heard (more or less) 
the phrase, "Wait until you get out into the 
REAL WORLD"? Well, now's your chance 
to look back on all of the memories you've 
made and the things you've learned, and to 
prove to those people that the world you lived 
in has been every bit as REAL as theirs . The 
chapter may be over, but there is plenty of 
time left ahead for you to 
learn, discover, and have fun! 
Congratulations, graduating class of 2007! 





Morris Plains, NJ 
"Live everyday of life like 
it's your last, because one 




Business & Economics 
LaUrel Springs, NJ 
"The ultimate measure 
of man is not where he 
stands in moments of 
comfort , but where he 
stands at times of 
challenge and 
controversy. " 
- Martin Luther King, Jr. 





East Asian Studies 
Broomall, PA 
"Wish me luck. I wish I 
could say 'Wish me coffee,' 
but I don't th ink the 
expression works like that. 
You , my friends, have 
been proof that family isn 't 
only the people who you 're 
tied to by blood. Be well 
on your journeys in th is life , 
and the next. " 
Aseem Singh Balhara 
Business & Economics 
Chambersburg, PA 
Tara Colleen Baker 
Politics, American Studies, 
History 
Woodstown, NJ 
"And one day we will die 
And our ashes will fly 
From the aeroplan over the sea 
But for now we are young 
Let us lay in the sun 
And count every beautiful thing 
we can see." 
Mark J. Barber, Jr. 
Business & Economics 
Mickleton, NJ 
"The saddest thing in 
life is wasted talent." 
145 
Evan Jacob Barker 
Exercise & Sports Science 
Hainesport, NJ 
Brittany Lynn Bell 
Business & Economics, Music 
Philadelphia, PA 
"Success is achieved not only by skill but 
also by will , by position but also by 
perserverance, by knowledge but also faith. 
Everyone can reach the high, stony 
mountaintop, but who's climbing 
barehanded, and who's climbing with 
gloves?" - Brittany Lynn Bell 
Ashley Bender 
East Asian Studies, IR, Japanese 
Reedsville, PA 
"You see what power is - holding someone 
146 else's fear in you hand and showing it to 
them!" - Amy Tan 
Larry Allen Barr 
Biology 
Maple Shade, NJ 
Hi kids! Ursinus College is a 
great place for several 
reasons, namely because I 
met your mother here! 
Enjoy laughing at my 
picture, and remember I love 
you very much . Stay safe! 




Exercise & Sports Science 
Bridgewater, NJ 
Erin Jean Bender 
Mathematics 
Lititz, PA 
Corinne Elyse Beyers 
Media & Communication 
Studies 
Blackwood, NJ 






"Had I the heaven's embroidered 
cloths, I would spread the cloths 
under my feet: But I, being poor, have 
only my dreams; I have spread my 
dreams under your feet; Tread softly 
because you tread on my dreams." 
Gina Danie"e Blanar 
Spanish, Psychology 
East Brunswick, NJ 
Laura Ann Blauch 
History, Education 
Annville, PA 
"Always do right. This will gratify 
some people and astonish the 
rest." - Mark Twain 
Michael Paul Bongarzone 
Business & Economics 
Southampton, PA 
Ke"y Lauren Borrell 
Exercise & Sports Science 
Downingtown, PA 
"People will forget what you said, people will 
forget what you did, but people will never forget 
how you made them feel." - Maya Angelou 
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Kristen Leigh Brown 
Business & Economics, 
Spanish 
Ocean View, NJ 
UC Women's Rugby Team 
is Amazing 
David M. Burns, Jr. 
Philosophy, Religion 
Horsham, PA 
"And you yourself a 
sword will pierce so that 
the thoughts of many 
hearts may be 
revealed." 
Amanda Bryman 
East Asian Studies 





"Got no time to for spreadin 
roots, The time has come to 
be gone, And tho' our health 
we drank a thousand times , 
Its time to ramble on. " 
Melissa Lee Buckley 
Media & Communication 
Studies 
Pilesgrove, NJ 
Daniel Wilt Callahan 
Business & Economics 
Dover, PA 
149 
Sara Jean Campbell 
Dance, Biology 
Haddonfield, NJ 
Alana Marie Cara 
Psychology 
Cherry Hill, NJ 
Felicia Chou 
Media & Communication Studies 
Hsinchu, Taiwan 
"If you have built castles in the air, your 
work need not be lost; that is where they 
should be. Now put the foundations under 
them." - Henry Daved Thoreau 
150 
James Joseph Cannon 
Business & Economics 
Audubon, NJ 
Demian Sunil Canosa 
Politics 
GlenArm, MD 
Carly Scott Chiriano 
Exercise & Sport Science 
Ambler, PA 














Shelby S. Cochran 
Spanish, Psychology 
Danville, PA 
In the end it won 't be the tests and classes, the 
clubs and activities or the endless nights studing 
that I will remember, it will be the amazing friends I 
made along the way. I love you guys. 
Caitlin Phillips Cleary 
German, American Studies 
Marco Island, FL 
Jan Michelle Cohen 
English, Spanish 
North Wales, PA 
Darrell Anton Collins 
Business & Economics 
Philadelphia, PA 
151 
Michael Thomas Collins 
Biology 
Warminster, PA 
Katherine A. Conner 
Psychology, Spanish 
Franklinville, NJ 
"Go confidently in the 
direction of your dreams; 
live the life you have 
imaginged." - Henry David 
Thoreau 
152 
Daniel James Concannon 
History 
Philadelphia, PA 
Brendan David Connor 
Biology, Neuroscience 
Medford Lakes, NJ 
Logan Lee Conklin 
Biology 
Yardley, PA 
John Porter Cowden 
Exercise & Sport Science 
Ambler, PA 
Monica Jane Crary 
Biology 
Vernon, NY 




Kevin Michael Curl 
Biology, Classics 
Tabernacle, NJ 
"Wow! These fries are good. 
If you like them so much, why 
don 't you marry them?" 
Amanda M. D'Amico 
International Relations, Politics 
Shamong, NJ 
"Thanks to my Mom, Dad, and 
brother, Matt, who left us too 
soon. Without Matt, I wouldn 't 
be who I am. Thanks to the 
sisters of Tau Sigma Gamma 
Sorority, who I can always lean 
on . I love you aiL" 
Michael Patrick Curran 
Business & Economics 
Cinnaminson, NJ 
Mary Kate Daley 
Media & Communication 
Studies, Coaching 
Philadelphia, PA 
"Eventually all the pieces fall into 
place, until then laugh at the 
confusion , live for the moment, 
and know that everything 
happens for a reason. " 
153 




Christopher De Leon 
Business & Economics 







Laura Rose Davis 
Biochemistry & Molecular Biologj 
Cherry Hill, NJ 
"You can do anything you wish to do, hal 
anything you wish to have, be anything yl 
wish to be ," (Robert Collier) 
Claire De Rosen 
Sociology 
Paris, France 
"He/she who would learn to fly one day 
must first learn to stand and walk and run 
and climb and dance; one cannot fly into 
flying ," (Friedrich Nietzsche) 
Stacia Marie Detter 
Psychology, Sociology 
Elizabethtown, PA 
"Memory is a way of holding onto the things you love, the 
things you are, the things you never want to lose," 
(The Wonder Years) 
Thomas Anthony Dixon 
Psychology 
Philadelphia, PA 
"As I have said , I do not propose to write 
an ode to dejection , but to brag as lustily 
as chanticleer in the morning, standing 
on his roost, if only to wake my 
neighbors up." 
(Henry David Thoreau, Walden) 
Adam Peate Donohue 
Computer Science 
Barto, PA 
Sean Patrick Donahoe 
Business & Economics 
Collegeville, PA 
Ronald Allen Donato 
Biology, Spanish 
Mount Laurel, NJ 
"Be excellent to each other and 
PARTY ON DUDES!" 
(Abraham Lincoln) 
John Joseph Donovan 
Biology 
Philadelphia, PA 
"Exterminate all rational 
thought. " 
Barbara Ann Donald 
Psychology 
Mount Holly, NJ 
Allison Noelle Doutt 




Ashia Nicole Downing 
Sociology, Communications 
Philadelphia, PA 
"There are people who are born great 
and those who have greatness within 
them shall prosper. With greatness one 
can accomplish the unthinkable. I will 
miss UC but a great one like me has 
much more to accomplish. I love and will 
the ORIGINAL Class of 07. " Love Ashia 
John Patrick Dunne 




Daniel Aloysius Duffy 
Exercise & Sports Science 
Havertown, PA 
Matthew Adam Duppel 
Business & Economics 
Wildwood Crest, NJ 
Melissa Christine Dunn 
Business & Economics 
Moorestown, NJ 
"Have faith in your dreams 
and some day your rainbow 
will come smiling through." 
(Cinderella) 
Erin Renee Eastlack 
Business & Economics 
Sewell, NJ 
Robert W. Ebling 











Business & Economics 
Levittown, PA 
"Do not follow where the 
path may lead. Go 
instead where there is no 
path and leave a trail ." 
William Frederick Eppler 
Politics 
Barto, PA 
Courtney Anne Egan 
Media & Communication 
Studies 
Blandon, PA 
Lynne Ann Erickson 
Mathematics 
Havertown, PA 
"Nothing yields more pleasure 
and content to the soul than 
when it finds that which it may 
love fervently, for to love and 
live beloved is the soul's 
paradise both here and in 
heaven." (John Winthrop) 
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Bon Accord, Tobago 
"The weather was bidding 
her bon voyage." 
Jason Todd Every 
Mathematics 
Norristown, PA 
Matthew Joseph Fabian 
Exercise and Sports Medicine 
Pottstown, PA 
"This Heart Never Dies - Life 
comes from within my heart 
and desire - 13." 
John Timothy Every 
Norristown, PA 
Rami Ali Farag 
Biology 
Eagleville, PA 
Kelly Nicole Field 
Biology & Spanish 
Lititz, PA 
"Too often we underestimate the power 
of a touch , a smile, a kind word , a 
listening ear, an honest compliment, or 
the smallest act of caring , all of which 





Gender & Women Studies 
Scranton, PA 
"A minute of perfection was worth 
the effort. A moment was the most 
you could ever expect from 
perfection. 
(Chuck Palahn iuk) 
Jessica Lynn Furman 
Mathematics, Biostatistics 
Monroe, NY 
:nergy and persistence conquer all 
things. " (Benjamin Franklin) 
Alexander Jack Frey 
Spanish & Chemistry 
Harrisburg, PA 
It's better to be dis li ked fo r 
who you are than disl iked 
for who you're not, so be 
true to yourself. 
Catherine Mary Fusco 
Biology 
Phoenixville, PA 
Tiffany Ilene Friedman 
Biology 
Hightstown, NJ 
"I will go in this way and find my own way out. -
DMS PhiPsi:though the years find us scattered 
afar, we will meet though in dreams neath the 
stars. Kev- you have my heart, forever and always. 
Mom&Dad- Youre my heros! " 
William Francis Furey 
Business & Economics 
Lansdale, PA 
Jonathan Carl Gagas 
English, Greek 
Carbondale, PA 
"The only business of the head in the 
world is to bow a ceaseless obeisance to 
the heart." (W.B. Yeats) 159 
Evan Michael Gallo 
Politics 
Elkins Park, PA 
Melissa June George 
Mathematics 
King of Prussia, PA 
Mom, Dad, Dave: 
Thanks for all your love and 
support! Sig Nu/UCVB: You've 
made these the best years of my 
life! "And in the end, it's not the 
years in your life that count. It's 
the life in your years." 
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Antoinette Jo Gardner 
Spanish 
Carbondale, PA 
Lauren Elizabeth Gibson 
Spanish, Psychology 
Elverson, PA 
"Proppin Mountains Up On 
Matchsticks" 
Marylisa Lorraine Gareau 
Computer Science & 
Psychology 
Thorndale, PA 
Michael Reese Gibson 
International Relations 
East Boothbay, ME 
Robert Francis Gibson 
Exercise & Sport Science 
Atlantic, NJ 
Emily Caroline Godfrey 
International Relations 
Stewartstown, PA 
Lisa I. Gilardi 
Mathematics 
Bordentown, NJ 
"Do not fo llow where the path 
may lead. Go, instead, where 
there is no path and leave a 
trail. " (Ralph Waldo Emerson) 
Corey Todd Goldberg 
Biology 
Philadelphia, PA 
Lindsay Elizabeth Givens 
Media Communication Studies & Art 
Cape May, NJ 
"The only people for me are the mad ones, 
the ones mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be 
saved, desirous of everything, the ones 
who never yawn or say a commonplace 
thing , but burn , burn , burn .. " 
(Jack Kerouac, On the Road) 
Lauren Leigh Goldstein 
Biology, Education 
Hamilton Square, NJ 
"Go confidently in the direction 
of your dreams. Live the life 
you have imagined. " 
(Henry David Thoreau) 
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Sonia Noemi Gonzalez 
Media & Communication Studies 
Reading, PA 
Melody Rose Gray 
Biology, Pre-Med 
West Deptford, NJ 
"If you can 't laugh at yourself, life's gonna 
seem a whole lot longer than you like." 
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Kieran Joseph Gorman 
Business & Economics 
Jackson, NJ 
Kristin Rachelle Gorman 
Media Communication Studies 
Voorhees, NJ 
"As we walk across this stage, we start a new 
chapter. Never forget the good times of joy & 
laughter. New memories to be made, a new 
life to begin. Never forget this day, we all grew 
within ." 
Mallory Rachel Greene 
Exercise and Sports Medicine 
Pottstown, PA 
Michaela Ann Gorman 
Exercise & Sports Science 
Cherry Hill, NJ 
Mark Vincent Greim 
Business & Economics 
Morton, PA 
Thank you to my family , friends, and tl 
Reimert 209 crew for providing me witl 
great four year at Ursinus College. 
r 




Amy Faith Gurninski 
Biochemistry/Molecular Biology 
King of Prussia, PA 
"Truth is given by God to us all in 
our time, in our turn . - Les 
Miserables. Thanks for everything 
Ursinus! " 
Sarah Jean Haas 
Psychology 
Fairless Hills, PA 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
This IS La Familia. All my love forever. 
"There is no sin worse in life than being boring - and 
othing worse than letting other people tell you what 
to do." 
Allison Jane Guerin 
Business and Economics, Education, 
His tory 
Coopersburg, PA 
"Never doubt that a small group of 
thoughtful, commi tted citizens can 
change the world . Indeed, it is the only 
th ing that ever has." (Margaret Mead) 
Caitlin D. Hanlon 
Biochemistry/Molecular Biology 
Hungtingdon, PA 
"A creative man is motivated by 
the desire to achieve, not by 
the desire to beat others. " 
Molly Maureen Guntli 
Exerci se Sports & Science , 
Coaching 
Dallas, PA 
Enthusiasm, if fueled by 
inspiration and perseverance, 
travels with passion and its 
destination is excellence. 
(Napoleon Hill) 




"We are the music makers, and 
we are the dreamers of dreams. " 




East Windsor, NJ 
Amelia Rebecca 
Heck 




Brian Michael Hasse 
Mathematics 
Sellersville , PA 
"Take your time ... Don't 




Exercise & Sports Science 
Willow Grove, PA 
"The difference between a 
successful person and others is not 
a lack of strength, not a lack of 
knowledge , but rather in a lack of 





Pottstown , P A 
Janine Michelle Herring 
Business & 
Economics/Politics 
Linfield , PA 
"If you have to tell people 
you are, you aren't." 
(Margaret Thatcher) 
Gerard William Hess 
Spanish 
Harleysville , PA 
Amanda Elizabeth 
Howard 
Exercise & Sports 
Science 
Sangerville, ME 





Gabriel Rehr Huck 
Chemistry 
Reading , PA 
Yukie Hirao 
"My years in Ursinus and all 
good friends are the 
sweetest memories in my 
heart. They became my 





Benjamin R. Isser 
Media & Communication 
Studies 
Melrose Park, PA 
Matthew Michael 
Jones 





Business & Economics 
Collegeville, PA 
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Elsa Rachel James 
Biology & French 
Broomall , PA 
"A conclusion is simply the place where 
someone got tired of thinking ." (Arthur Block) 
After 4 years weve reached our conclusion at 
Ursinus! Now on to the real world 
To the Class of 2007, God Bless! 
Casey Lynn Joy 
Business & Economics, Biology 
Frederick, MD 
Thanks to my Daddy and brother, the two 
most amazing men in my life. Thanks to 
everyone else that has always been there 
for me. I will always look back with 
fondness. Good luck Class of 2007! 
Tyler David Johnson 
Business & Econimics, 
English 
New Hartford, CT 
Tavenner Anne Karlson 
Mathematics 
Elkton, MD 
"A life's worth , in the end, isn't measure in 
hours or dollars. It's measured by the 
amount of love exchanged along the way." 
Thank you to everyone who has made 
these four years amazing! Phi Alpha Psi 
you are my world! 
r 
Kimberly Myra Kask 
Psychology, Studio Art 
Cheshire, CT 
"I hope you never fear those 
mountains in the distance. Never 
settle for the path of least 
resistance. Living might mean 
taking chances, But they're worth 
taking. Loving might be a mistake, 







Erica Leigh Kehler 
Biology, Spanish 
York, PA 
"God give us the grace to accept 
with serenity the things that 
cannot be changed; Courage to 
change the things that should be 
changed ; And the wisdom to 










Bri stol, CT 
Brian Donald Kennedy 
















Arliegh Jeanne King 
Psychology, Spanish 
Havertown, PA 
To my amazing friends 
and sisters thanks for the 
memories! 
"You must be the change 





Exercise and Sport Science 
Harleysville, PA 
"What a ride! In four years I learned 
a lot about myself & perseverance. 
For that I am grateful and I would 
not change a thing." Thanks to my 
family for being my everlasting 
source of encouragement and love. 
Paige Elis Kinsella 
Anth ropology, 
Sociology 
Landenberg , PA 
Aaron Michael 
Koumaras 
Business & Economics 
Reading , PA 
Jesse Wade Kremenak 
Art, Physics 





Jenna Marie Krier 
Biology, History 
Marlton, NJ 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
"Do not sabotage your dreams 





Joshua Eliot Krill 
Business & Economics 
Pottstown, PA 
Scott David Krysa 
Biology, Spanish 
Robbinsville, NJ 
Luck is simply the intersection of 
opportunity and preparedness. Mom 
and Dad, I hope you can understand 
why I have to do what I do. Rachel , 
you're everything anyone could ever 
ask for. I love you. 
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Jayne Marie Kunaszuk 
Mathematics, Accounting 
Conshohocken, PA 
To everyone who helped me 
through the years, I thank you . 
couldn 't have done it without you . 
Live every day like it's the best day 
of your life. Find love in everything. 
Laugh often. Live happily. 
Daniel Edward Lamson 
Politics, Creative Writing 
Spring City, PA 
"You must not lose faith in humanity. 
Humanity is an ocean ; if a few drops of 
the ocean are dirty, the ocean does not 




Business & Economics 
Berlin, NJ 
Kerri Lynn Landis 
English 
York, PA 
"With all its shams, drudgery, and 











"You must be the change you 
wish to see in the world." 
(Mahatma Gandhi) 
Dominick George Lee 
History, Education 
Berlin , NJ 






Valentina Maria LoPiccolo 
Psychology 
Fairless Hills, PA 
Live a little -You can't be old and wise without being 
young and crazy. 
Corinne N. Liccketto 
English, Creative Writing , 
Media and Communications 
Studies 
Rydal , PA 
Julia Evelyn Lickfield 
English 
Philadelphia, PA 
Live, Laugh , Love! 
"When the character of a [wo)man is not clear to you, 
look at [her) friends." (Japanese Proverb) 
"We make a living by what we get, we make a life by 
what we give." (Sir Winston Churchill) 
Andrea Christine Mack 
Psychology 
Allentown, PA 
Abby Elizabeth Loefflad 
Exercise Sports Science 
Mountaintop, PA 
"They say that one day your whole life will 
flash before your eyes. Make it worth 
watching." 
Mom, Dad, and Mandi, Thanks for all of 
your love and support, I couldnt have done 
it without you! 
Adam Michael Longino 
Business & Economics, 
Communications 
Washington Twp, NJ 
"Forget what life used to be, you are what you 
choose to be. It's whatever it is you see that life 
will become." (Jackson Browne) 













Kelly Anne Magnin 
Mathematics, English 
Aston , PA 
"Experience is what you 
get when you do not get 
what you want." 
George Rodriguez 
Manalo 






Kingsville , MD 
David Joseph 
Marcheskie, Jr. 
Media & Communication 
Studies 
Pottstown, PA 











Caitlin Leigh Massey 






Cinnaminson , NJ 
"I may not have gone where I 
intended to go, but I think I 











East Brunswick, NJ 
"You can't really be strong 
until you can see a funny 











"It's kind of fun to do the impossible." 
(Walt Disney) 
Caroline Elizabeth Meiers 
English 
Havertown, PA 
Had fun. Soccer, Lantern , HP. Thanks to all my 
professors and friends. Emmy, good luck with 
everything. Donna, loved the RPG and fanfics. 
Hope you both keep in touch. Thanks Mom, 














New York, NY 










Suck it up and get it together because no 





Quakertown , PA 
Thomas Charles 
Moulder 
Business & Economics 









Courtney Nicole Moser 
Media & Communication Studies, 
Psychology 
Lehighton , PA 
"You don't have to know how to sing, it's feeling as 
though you want to that makes the day happy and 
successful. " 
(Monica Crane) 
Jeffrey Keith Monk 
Biochemistry/Molecular 
Biology 
Lebanon , PA 
Melina Ann DiSanto 
Spanish, International Relations 
Lederach, PA 
"Don't ask what the world needs. Ask 
what makes you come alive, and go do 
it. Because what the world needs is 










Art History, Philosophy, 
Religion 
Baltimore, MD 
"The only trophy we won this day, was 
the blood and sweat we left on the 





"Do not spoil what you have by desiring 
what you have not; but remember that 
what you now have was once among 






Tabernacle , NJ 




Audubon , PA 
Jocabed Ortiz 
French , Spanish 
Reading, PA 
, 
Amanda Emiko Ose 
East Asian Studies 
Haddon Twp, NJ 
I've Had the Time of My 
Life .. . 






Fairfield , CT 
Matthew Kenneth 
Pastor 
Media & Communication 
Studies 
Dickinson City, PA 
Erin Ashley Padovani 
English , Creative Writing 
Reading, PA 
"Stay far from timid . Only make 
moves when your heart's in it. And 
live the phrase: sky's the limit." 
(Notorious 8 .I.G) 





I · :.f ,., 
j' .'.. ';., 
Daniela Paul 
Anthropology, Sociology, French 
Landsdowne, PA 
"Ask, and it shall be given you; 
seek; and you shall find; knock 
and it shall be opened unto you . 
For everyone that ask receives; 
and he that seeks finds; and to 
him that knocks it shall be 
opened." [Matthew 7:7-8] 
Andrew Meadows Pepin 
International Relations 
Medfield , MA 
Thank you to my family for always being there for 
me, and the friends who made college the 
experience it was. 
Doren Lane Peterson 





Exercise & Sport Science, 
Biology 
Delran , NJ 
"Expect the worst, but hope for 
the best." 
Ryan Patrick Peterson 




French , Biology 
Wilmington , DE 
Qu i ne risque rien n'a ri en. 
Apres la pluie, Ie beau 
temps, 
Jennifer Marie Pfaff 
Biology, Art 
Glenolden, PA 
"True knowledge exists in knowing that you knc 
nothing. And in knowing that you know nothing, L· 









Philadelph ia, PA 
Jonathan Peter 
Pometto 
Media and Communication 
Studies 













Springfield , PA 
Blair Marie Reddish 
Theater 
Harrisburg , PA 
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Lauren Anne Rees 
Mathematics 
Norristown, PA 
It's easier to get forgiveness than 
permission. Life Lessons: lifes 
too short to settle, friends are 
more important than sleep or 
grades, believe in yourself or no 
one else will. Skittle and Sigma 











Sports & Exercise Science, 
Education 
Selinsgrove, PA 
"Learn from yesterday, live for 
today, hope for tomorrow." 
Kate Elizabeth 
Rettstadt 
Spanish, Art History 
Lenhartsville , PA 





English , Education 
Havertown, PA 
"The reasonable man adapts himself to the 
world ; the unreasonable one persists in 
trying to adapt the world to himself. 
Therefore, all progress depends on the 
unreasonable man"-George Bernard Shaw. 





Life is too short, smile it can make the world of 
difference in someone's life. 
"Dance ... as if no one is watching (if you know me, you 





Cherry Hill, NJ 
"I hope you never look back, but you 
never forget, All the ones who love 
you, and the place you left. I hope you 




Scotch Plains, NJ 
Shannon Marie 
Santillo-Herbert 
Anthropology, Latin , 
History 
Birdsboro, PA 
Everyday is an opportunity to make a 











Kirsten E. Schuck 
Biology, English, Biostatistics 
Leonardtown, MD 
"And I thank my lucky stars that you are 
who you are. " (James Taylor) 
Gina Marie Serago 
Biology 
Northfield, NJ 
"The good you do today, people will often 
forget tomorrow; Do good anyway. Give 
the world the best you have, and it may 
never be enough; Give the world the best 
youve got anyway." 
(Mother Teresa) 
Sara Lynn Schubel 
Environmental Studies 
Holmdel, NJ 
David Adam Shack 
Biology 
Titusville, NJ 
Timothy Paul Seibert 
Mathematics, Education 
SickleNi lle, NJ 
"Success is the abi lity to go from 
one failure to another with no los~ 
in enthusiasm." 




Cynthia Dawn Shimer 
Business & Economics , 
French 
Norristown , PA 
Bradley Mitchell Smith 
Biology 
West Cape May, NJ 
Eric William Sillis 
Psychology 
Baltimore, MD 
Timothy James Smith 











Christina Marie Spiker 
East Asian Studies, 
Japanese 
Southampton, PA 
All journeys have secret destinations of 
which the traveler is unaware ... 
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Kathryn Kim Spillane 
Spanish, Biology, Human 
Behavior Development 
West Lawn , PA 
"These are the days you'll 
remember, never before and 
never since," To my friends, 
thanks for making these the best 




West Chester, PA 
"But those who hope in the Lord will renew 
their strength , They will soar on wings like 
eagles; they will run and not grow weary, 
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Exercise & Sport Science 
Hummelstown, PA 















Norristown , PA 
Sylvania Tang 





Business & Economics, 
International Relations 
Phoenix, MD 




Aaron E. Tolentino 








Justin Anthony Traino 
Business & Economics, 
Spanish 
Dalton, PA 
"Well done is better than well said ." 
(Benjamin Franklin) 
Daniel Peter Urban 
Business & Economics 
Denville, NJ 
Never go backward. "Attempt, and do it 
with all your might. Determination is 









Joseph Bailey Turner 
Mathematics 
Easton, PA 
Natalie Ann Vadas 
Media & Communication Studies, Art 
History 
Howell , NJ 
"The secret 01 success is sincerity. Once you can 1 :: 
that you 've got it made." 
(Jean Giraudoux) 
p> 
Jillian Ann Vanore 















Erin Marie Vanselous 
Biology 
Fleetwood, PA 
Douglas Clayton Von 
Allmen 
Biology 















Allison Kate Wechtler 
Exercise & Sport Science 
Orefield , PA 
"For beautiful eyes, look for the good in 
others; for beautiful lips, speak only words 
of kindness; and for poise, walk with the 
knowledge that you are never alone. " 
(Audrey Hepburn ) 
Alpha Sigma Nu- When you live like us, 




Lansdale , PA 
Amanda Katherine 
Wellbaum 
Exercise & Sport Science 
Rock Hill , SC 
"Life's a dance you learn as you go, 
sometimes you lead sometimes you follow." 
(John Michael Montgomery) 
Karen Patricia Wendler 
Media & Communication Studies 
Burl ington, NJ 
UCFH - Thank you for 4 unforgettable seasons 
and memories that will last forever. I love you 
girls! TOGETHER! 
Sig Nu - La Familia, All My Love 
How lucky I am to have something that makes 
saying goodbye so hard. 
Cecilia Gine Wilson 
Sociology 
Philadelphia, PA 
Be as great in act as you 









Matthew Karl Wolf 





Exercise and Sports 
Science 
Lemoyne, PA 
Airnee Muller Wright 
Business & Economics, 
Dance 
Moorestown, NJ 
"If a girl wants to dance ... a 
girl wants to dance." 
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Julian Jamaal Wright 
Chemistry 
Philadelphia, PA 
Dana Datcher Yancey 
Biology, Pre-Med 
Randallstown, PA 
Learn from yesterday. Live for today. 
Hope for tomorrow. 




"In three words I can sum up everything I've 
learned about life: it goes on. " 
(Robert Frost) 
Victoria Galen Wynne 
English 
Allentown, PA 
Pretense obscures the obvious. We are not 
what we pretend to be. Not even effort reveals 
ourselves. Trying makes matters worse. 
When effort and pretense are cleared away, 
that which is itself wi ll of itself become itself. 




Toms River, NJ 
Joshua Yichye 
East Asian Studies 
Landsdale, PA 
Kyle Borreggine 






East Asian Studies 
Lansdale, PA 
Nathaniel Wagner 
Business & Economics 
Orwigsburg, PA 
Craig Stevenson 
Business & Economics 






Benjamin Allman Parascevi Giavis Jeffrey Milligan 
David Ashworth Menaka Gopalan Carl Morse 
Stefanie Bastinck Elizabeth Goudie Patrick Mulhern 
Nikita Borovik Samuel Greenfield Carrie O'Connor 
Jason Brown Benjamin Griswold Matthew Orlando 
Elsa Budzowski Joshua Hannum Duncan Ramsey 
Bogdana Burlacu Thomas Herrmann Jayson Repko 
Gregory Butters Sean Howard Thomas Richter 
Robert Caruso Megan Jamison Katherine Ringler 
Stephanie Cavalier Sarah Jensen Dana Roach 
Cameron Clark Sarah Keck Lindsey Rodriguez 
Jason Comcowich Brian Keeley Daniel Schmuck 
Emily Cooper Joshua KeKoanui Jessica Schutte 
Katelynd D'Andrea Jonathan Kieran Kari Sears 
Jonathan Darmon Timothy Killeen Matthew Sender 
Matthew Davis SoRi Kim Philip Serebrenick 
Justin DeAngelis Jason Knapp Catherine Sirizzotti 
Louis DeMark Jennifer Kosmin Nicholas Smart-Coulter 
Melina DiSanto Joanna Kramer Ryan Studdert 
James Domestico Tadeusz Kroll Eric Sulock 
Adam Ebling Michael Levchuck Anthony Tori 
Ian Eglinton-Woods Michael Lichtenstein Antonia Tyris 
Lisa Elphick Walter Lucas Adam Vazquez 
Michele Finney Jeanine Mahle Edward Wallingford 
Mary Ellen Flynn Michael Malone Sarah Weddle 
James Foehrenbach Rachel Margolis Markus Weise 
Joshua Frear Rachel McDonough Lisa Weiser 
John Gantner Erin McGinley Austin Wisner 
Lindsay Garavel Ryan McGregor Dina Yarmus 







A ME?ssagE? Frc>rYl 
PrE?sidE?nT STrassburgE?r 
Congratulations on a job well done! 
Your fine achievements continue to make Ursinus College an institution that fosters 
excellence, engenders understanding and respect, and nurtures responsibility. I have enjoyed 
getting to know you and I wish the best of luck as you continue your journeys throughout life. I 





and let your head guide you 
as you choose your course 
through life 
stay close to the sun 
but not too close 
even sunshine burns 
if you get too much of it 
don't be afraid of the rain 
roses need water to grow 
keep the child within you 
healthy and alive 
and don't forget who you are 
if you think you 've forgotten 
look a little deeper 
I will be there to remind you 
don't let anyone 
make you into something else 
hold onto your faith 
especially in times of trouble 
and remember 
the answer is always love 
Love, 
Mom, Joe, Mike, Nan & John 
Amanda M. D'Amico 
Amanda: 
You have grown up from our cutie pie 
little girl to a beautiful young lady. 
You are strong, determined, 
independent, intelligent, sensitive 
and loving. You can accomplish 
anything you set your mind to. 
We are so proud of you . 
May God bless you and keep you 
always. We know we have been 
blessed, having you to love. 
"3 squeezes" 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Matt 
Love you, Danny! 
Mom & Dad 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
We are so proud of you. 
Real success is finding 
your lifework 
in the work that you love. 
- David McCullough 
The best and most beautifUl 
things in the world cannot 
be seen nor touched .. .. 
but are felt in the heart. 
- Helen Keller 
The future belongs to those 
who believe in the beauty 
of their dreams. 
- Eleanor Roosevelt 
Continued success and happiness as you set sail 
for new and exciting adventures. 
We love you! 






Kate Rettstadt - '07 
Nothing in life is to be feared. 
It is only to be misunderstood. 
- Marie Curie 
Congratluations Bug, 
Love, 






~::::!!!!!!'I We love and admire you. 
~::;::;;~ You have always made us 
CHRISTOPHER 
Congratulations on 4 
great college years and 
a lifetime of hard 
work! 
We're proud to have 
you as our SON! 
Love, 
Mom & Dad 
so proud. 
With all our love, 
Dad, Mom, Erich & Tyler 
Mr. Fun 
LIFE IS A DREAM TO BE REALIZED 
cfauren) 
fjo u have made uj att jo proud 0/ 'Iou! m a'J 'Iou have continued juccejj 
throufjh 'Jpur journe'J 0/ hie. 
u1shley, 
We ore so proud 0/ you ond 011 thot you ochit'Peri. 
Tou ore 0 joy! 
L:o'Ve, 
Vod, ~om, Worren ~ Jluorey 
Congrotulotio1lS, Jldom! 
We ore 'Very proud 0/. .. 
"the 'Wor{ you hti'Pe done, the person you ore, " 
ond 'We Iooijorword to 011 the things you hti'Pe 
yet to occomplish! 
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With our lo'Ve olwoys, 















































We love you .. 
Mom, Dad, and Karl 
When I approach a child 
He inspires in me two sentiments; 
Tenderness for what he is, 










































It has been a blessing watching you grow from pooper to Ray, 
. ~
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"Hi-S, Uncle Ray!" 
- Alexis 
Follow your dreams 
and 





may each day 
be filled with faith, 
hope & love. 
Congratulations!! ! 
We are proud 







You're ready to take on the world! 
We love & support you always, 
Mom, Dad & Heather 
To our dear Shelby, 
This yearbook is a glimpse 
of the world that has been 
yours for the past four 
years. We are excited for you 
as you stand on the cusp of 
creating your own future. 
Take these words and carry 
them with you. 
"Climb every mountain. 
Search high and low. 
Follow every byway, every 
path you know. 
Climb every mountain. 
Ford every stream. 
Follow every rainbow 
Till you find your dream." 
With love, joy and pride, 
Mom and Dad 
• 
• 















Parts • Service • Restoration 
Matt Bakes, Proprietor 
Chip Krout 610-845-8217 
Bill DeWar Fax 610-845-3518 
617 Walnut St., BaUy, PA 19503 
email: triumphs@triumphrescue.com 
237 N. Charlotte St. 





Good Luck Seniors! 




You GRADUATED from 
Ursinus College in 
I December 2006, which was 
one semester earlier than 
We are so proud of you and 
your numerous 
achievements and honors. 
Concert Band, Jazz Ensemble, Sankofa 
Umoja Nia, College Choir, UC Democrats, 
Pre-legal Society, Campus Planning and 
Priority Committee National Association of 
Future Black Law Students, Intervarsity 
Christian Fellowship, Omicron Delta 
Epsilon-National Honor Society for 
Economics, Whitian 's- Female Honor 
SOciety for Academic Excellence and 
Leadership at Ursinus, W.W. Smith Scholar, 
Dean's List (4 out of 7 semesters) , United 
States Achievement Association-National 
Collegiate Social Science Award Winner, 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Scholarship Awardee, 
1201 Local Union Annual Scholarship 
Awardee, Hospitality Annual Scholarship-
Calvary Baptist Church 
Class of 2007, B.A. 
Business & Economics 
Major, Music Minor 
expected! 
Love from Mom & Dad, 
Ingrid & Gilbert Bell 
-Congratulations 
Class of 2007! 





The Ruby Yearbook Staff 
wants to extend its sincerest 
wishes of congratulations to 
the Class of 2007 
The Ruby 
Good luck in all of your 
future endeavors. Leave your 
footprints wherever the 
future takes you! 
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Phone: (610) 409-3599 






To The Class 
of 2007 
Carla Rinde 
Jen Potson Huber 
Mark Heineman 
N aney Reilly 
The UC Annual Fund would like to say a big 
"THANK YOU FOR ALL OF YOUR HARD WORK" 
to all of the PAT callers, Senior Class Gift Drive 
Committee members, RAs, USGA members, and class 
paid for by thE 
UC Annual F, 
lIncl 
Without students' help, the UC Phonathon, Ph Without students' help, 
the UC Phonathon, Philanthropy Day, and the Senior Class Gift Drive 
would not be as successful as they have all been! We truly appreciate 
your dedication and pride in UC. Thanks to generous students, alumni, 
parents, faculty, staff, and friends, U rsinus is able to b the exceptional 
institution it is today! We hope you will continue to support UC 
throughout your lifetime so that the next generation of students will 
have the amazing experiences that you had. Take with you the happy 
memories you have made here ... remember Ursinus always. 
We hope to see you back, soon! 





you've maae us a{{ so very proud! 
Love, 
Mom, 'Dad, ana Cfiris 
jen, you a{ways strive to ve th,e vest 
at a{{ you ao. In tfie cfassroom, witfi 
syorts, witfi your amazina art, witfi 
your friendS, ana Jami{y. 
you've earned" every success tfiat 
comes your way. Our 'lvish.Jor you 
is a future Ji{{ea witfi Love, Success, 
ana :Happiness. 
r~ ________________ ~ 
Vono, 
:From certificotes to diplomos, ond nffW 0 degree, 
there is no limit to 'Whot you con ocbit'Pe. 
:From 0 microscope to 0 telescope, Ursinus hos 
opened the doors to the unfperse for you. 
'With much pride &9 Ittve, 
Voddy &9 r:.5r[ommy 
1Vep up tbe good 'Wor.t Voctor! 
£tIP yo, 13ig 13rother 
Chip 
~----------------------------~ CongratlllotiollS, r. i{fje.'.' 
"We lo"ve ),011.' 
:FroJJl J) (ors ~ 13eyollrl 
'DO{I, J) (OJJl, 'DOIII; :Frrlll{je 
~fJ/t 1(jttby ~ Ullde Johll 
'Philip, 
1'cYJ (oy tbere alrva)'s be a 'fPoml11lilld to YOllr bacf( 
alld '),llanJl slIlIsbille to YOllr jace. /I 
rOllr /o"villg datI, 
~Iry 
e(JI(!~ata.1a t;(JI(~ 
t(J tk ela~~ (J1200 7/(/ 
BILL STRAUB 









"The stage looked like an parry at one point. Spandex. Iycra and colorful 
windpants were everywhere ... al/ the performers put time and planning into their 
skits" Corinne Liccketto. 
Best overall dance performance: Escape Velocity 
·tJ&lSt Costume: Tau Sigma Gamma 
edy: Tau Sigma Gamma 
4 
Relay for Life 
April 20, 2007 
Students were encouraged to attach smaller, individual-specific 
cancer riibbons to the large cancer ribbon all week. 

vs. La RocheAW, 6-5 ( 10) 
vs. Pi tt-G reensburgA (DH )W. 8-
7 
L,4-7 
vs. Eli 7abethtownAL, 4-6 
vs. MarywoodAW, 18-6 
vs. WestminMerA (DH )L, 1-3 
W, II - I 
vs. BethanyAW, 16- 1 
vs. SusquchannaAW, 22-4 
EastemW, 9-3 
at (4) TC JW,5-2 
at Stockton (2)L. 2-5 
L,5-6 
Franklin & Marshall *W, 6-5 
Lebanon ValleyW, 16-9 
W, 10-5 
at Albri ghtW, 7-3 
at DeSalesL, 1-6 (5) 
Gettysburg* (2)L, 1-4 
,6-4 
at ( 16) Johns Hopkins$W, 6-3 
vs. Gettysbu rg#W, 9- 1 
vs. ( 16) Johns Hopkins#L, 4-
2 1 
vs. ( 16) Johns Hop~ins# L , 4-
16 
at Franklin & Marshall *L, 2-5 
Dickinson* (2)W, 7-4 
W, 4-3 
Swanhmore* W, 19-3 
at Swanhmore*W, 13-3 
McDaniel* (2)W, 5-4 (9) 
W,7-6 
at Haverford*L, 3-7 
at ArcadiaW, 8-3 
Haverford *W, 8-5 
at Johns Hopkins* (2)L, 3-4 
L,8- 13 
at Muhlenberg*W, 10-8 ( 10) 
Muhlenberg*W.9-6 
at Washington* (2) L. 3-4 
Above: Freshman, Bret Umstead and Junior 
Brad Wickersham run in from the outfield. 
Below: Jerry Rogers (UC 2005), Coach Thomas 
and Coach Seager 
SAFE! 
6 o OCJIDBASEBALL 
OaIT) SOFTBALL 
enior. lallo!") Greene pitched 117 inning lhi\ 
season and had 15 \\ in ! 
2. ophomore. Kristina 100re 
3. enior. 1\ laI") Reid had 56 put outs thi sea on! 
-L Junior captain. Lind a) chmidt hits the ball 
do\\ n the third ba e line ... 





o oam TENNIS 
II 
~ TRACK & FIELD 
12 
o 0 oodGOLF 
~=-------~=---~=--
! 
ore, Dave Kargman concentrates on 
the perfect putt . 
••• •• •• 
13 

1. Roomates Lauren Washam and 
Logan Conklin 
2. Happy graduate, Jonelle Hedrick 
3. Pat Waldron 
4. Friends since freshman year, 
Aaron Tolentino, Vicki Rosi , Michael 
Lichtenstein , and Ramon Clark 
""""
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